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136 MHz GROUND STATION CALIBRATION USING CELESTIAL
NOISE SOURCES
by
Ralph E. Taylor
Goddard Space flight Center
Greenbelt, ?Maryland
ABSTRACT
A calibration technique, using radio stars, is developed that provides
an absolute determination of the threshold sensitivity of a 136 MHz satel-
lite ground station receiving system. Sensitivity is expressed in terms of
the system constants, and radio star flux density. A station's day-to-day
sensitivity can thus be monitored with high accuracy; preliminary field
test results indicating 1 dB can be achieved.
The gain of a large steerable antenna, such as an 85 ft.-diameter
parabolic dish, can also be determined within 1 db using radio stars; a
calibrated, 136 MHz, injected-signal source being required.
The utilization of celestial "hot-spot" sources, including the galactic
center, are suggested as standard noise sources for evaluating bit error
probability performance in a 136 MHz PCM telemetry system.
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136 MHz GROUND STATION CALIBRATION USING CELESTIAL
NOISE SOURCES
INTRODUCTION
,A. calibration technique, using radio stars, is developed that provides an
absolute determination of the threshold sensitivity, in a 136 MHz satellite ground
station receiver, in terms of the system constants, and radio-star flux density.
The utilization of a common, celestial-type, noise source makes possible an
accurate station-to-station performance comparison in the Space Tracking and
Data Acquisition Network (STADAN).
Radio stars, and other celestial noise sources, have been used to varying
degrees to calibrate radio receiving systems. The flux densities of various radio
stars, including Cassiopeia A and Centaurus A, are known to be constant within
about 1 d.B, at any given frequency; consequently providing a common far-field
signal source, located at infinity, for calibrating large steerable antennas.
Hedemani describes a technique for calibrating L-Band (1435-1535 MHz) and
S-Band (2200-2300 MHz) telemetry receiving systems using the Sun. However,
the Sun is a poor noise source for the 136 MHz space research band since the
solar flux density is highly variable at VHF even over short intervals. 2 Therefore,
it is concluded that the Sun is not a suitable source for calibrating 136 MHz
systems.
This report discusses the following:
1. Use of radio stars to provide absolute calibration of 136 MHz receiving
systems.
2. Suggests a 136 MHz STADAN receiver configuration for observing radio
stars to determine:
(a) Deceiving system noise temperature.
(b) Receiving system threshold sensitivity.
3. Suggests an alternate approach, using radio stars, for:
(a) Determining receiving system noise temperature.
(b) Measuring antenna radiation patterns, including low-level side lobes,
with 50 dB of dynamic range.
1
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(c) Providing antenna RF boresight axis vs. optical axis calibration.
4. Use of hot- and cold-sky celestial noise sources for determining PCM
bit error probability.
5. Determination of antenna absolute gain using radio stars.
A method is described for determining the absolute threshold sensitivity,
of a 136 MIIz receiving system, by measuring the output steady-state voltage
ratio from a square-laver type detector. Two radio star readings are taken; a
3rd reading being taken for cold sky. A station's day-to-day 1,36 MHz threshold
sensitivity can thus be monitored with high precision. This threshold measure-
ment is more realistic, than currently used signal substitution methods, since the
antenna is included.
A method is described for determining a PCM telemetry system's bit error
probability using the galactic center as a hot-noise source, and cold-sky as the
reference temperature. The resulting 7 dB noise spectral density change, be-
tween these two celestial_ sources, is sufficient to fix two data points on the PCM
bit error probability characteristic curve for a system using a test-injected input
signal. Additional intermediate points on the characteristic curve may be obtained
x by changing the test signal level.
A further method is described that determines the isotropic mainlobe gain,
of a large steerable antenna, using a radio star at 136 MHz. The accuracy is on
the order of 1 dB which compares favorably with aircraft calibration-type
gain measurements on big dish antennas.
The .radio star calibration technique can be extended above 136 MHz, fo r other
frequencies, including the 400 MHz, 1.7 GHz and 2.2 GHz space bands. However, the
galactic center is not suitable as a high-level noise source, for the upper fre-
quency bands, since the noise temperature is too low above about 1 GHz (Ref-
erence 10). On the other hand, the highly variable flux density of the Sun becomes
relatively constant above 1 GHz; thus making the solar disk an attractive high-
level noise source for receiver calibration (Reference 1).
CALIBRATION OF STADAN 136 MHz RECEIVERS USING RADIO STARS
The flux densities of the strongest, nonthermal type, radio stars (Table 1)
are known' within about 1 dB thus making them good far-field calibration signal
sources. Table 1, taken from Starker, 4 defines radio star sources suitable for
calibrating 136 MHz teleo^etry ground receiving systems. Radio stars are avail-
able for calibrating both Northern and Southern latitude STADAN stations; source
x	 2
V..
5
Table 1
136 MHz Radio Star Sources
Northern (N) Position (1950.0) 136 MHz
RA Decor Radio Star Flux density,Southern (S) Source f
Latitude w m°' I-Iz'1h m Deg Min
N Cassiopeia A 23 21 +58 0 34 15.0 x 10-23
N Cygnus A 19 58 +40" 36 11.0 x 10 .23
N Taurus A, Crab
Nebula 05 32 +22 0 0 1.8 x 10"23
S Centaurus A 13 22 -42 0 46 1.5 x 10 -23
N Virgo A 12 28 +12 0 42 1.2 x 10-23
locations in Table 1 being given in terms of 1950.0 position coordinates. These
positions do not require correction since the coordinate correction factors for
the current year are small (^ 0.1°) compared to the narrowest 6 0
 half-power
beamwidth for an 85' dish at 136 MHz.
This analysis neglects the effects of the atmosphere and the ionosphere at
E	 136 MHz, and assumes that the antenna mainlobe boresight axis is 30 0 , or greater,
above the horizon. The effects of antenna side lobes are neglected. It is also
assumed that the noise temperature is constant over the receiver IF bandwidth,
pf.
There are certain restricted time zones, where celestial measurements
should not be made, for the Taurus A radio star, and the Anticenter region cold-
sky reference. These restricted time zones, caused by the passage of the solar
disk through that particular region of the sky during the year, are lilted in Table
2 on the following page.
Receiver Configuration
A proposed STADAN receiver configuration, using a standard receiver channel,
'a
	 is shown in figure 1; a General Dynamics/Electronics diversity telemetry re-
ceiver channel, or a Teledyne Model 105A autotrack receiver being used in a
radio-astronomy type receiver configuration. The receiver's manual gain control
is used throughout (no AGC).
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Table 2
Restricted Time Zones, for Celestial Sources, Due to Passage of Solar Disk
Source
Position (1950.0)
Celestial	 Restricted
Source	 R.A.	 Dec.	 Time Zone
ix	 m	 Deg.	 Min.
Taurus A, Crab
Nebula radio star	 05	 32	 +220	 0	 May 30th to June 30th
Anticenter
Region Cold-
Sky Reference	 03	 00	 +250	 0	 April 30th to May 30th
A simple square-law type detector circuit has been added to convert the
receiver IF output signals to appropriate d-c potentials for monitoring or record-
ing. Because the detector output voltage change for the radio star is small,
compared to the background voltage level, high amplification of this incremental
voltage is needed in order to get an output indication on the d-c voltmeter or
recorder. An RC--type post-detection integrator filter (RC time constant on order
of seconds) considerably enhances the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNI1), and
reduces output noise fluctuation voltage to a low level compared to the steady-state
d-c value.
The following analysis shows how the Figure 1 receiver configuration, and
the resulting test data, can be utilized to:
1. Determine 136 MHz receiving system noise temperature, T.yS
2. Compute 136 MHz receiving system threshold sensitivity, Psen
The square-law detector steady-state output voltage, Vde t , for a fixed re-
ceiver manual gain setting and a fixed predetection bandwidth, is
Vde t VD + ^ Vs tar
	
(1)
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VD detector steady-state output voltage clue to system noise temperature,
TSYS
f V 
is tn r detector steady-state output voltage change due to increased antenna
noise temp(iTaturz caused by radio star on boresight.
Kraue -5 , p. 242, shows that the detector d-c output voltage Is directly propor-
tional to predetection input T.,
	 Where
VD
 
J^ GRr, k k- f (Ts Ity i Tro d
	
(2)
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Eq. (2) rosults directly from the square-law function, VD = p V2 	 P
where
pit) input noise power to square-law detect-or,
13 = circuit constant,
Grir, t= receiver RF power gain,
k = Boltzmann's constant,, 1 .3 8 X 10 -23 joules/'K
A f = receiver predetection bandwidth, Hz
T
.4ky = antenna temperature due to background sky temperature surrounding
r, adio star, OK
Troc = receiving system noise temperatur.­,, "K
Ts tar = radio star noise temperature, or change W antenna temperature
Taking the following ratio from (2) and (3),
liv
star	 Tstar	 (4)
VD	 Tsky + Trec
Note that the constants fi, GjW , k and 6f cancel in (4) by taking the voltage
ratio, ^ V
at  /VD. Furthermore, the n Vstar change in the detector voltage, due
to the radio star, is proportional to the radio star noise temperature, T
S  ' A
further advantage is that AV
star is independent of the detector power level, for
6
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a square-law type detector, thereby simplifying calibration. The amplified steady-
state potentials can be accurately measured with a VTVM or analog recorder as
illustrated in Figure 1.
It can be shown that the antenna temperature rise, due to the star, is
GR
 ^^^^ r
Tster ° 87rk degrees Kelvi ►i, °K
when
X2
1, Tstar ^ $^rkF °K
GR = receiving antenna power gain above isotropic.
G = effective antenna power gain referenced to preamplifier input.
x = wavelength = 2.2 meters(m) at 136 MHz.
F radio star flux density, watts/meter 2/Hz (W m-2 Hz-1).
e = transmission line power loss, 0 -< e :5 1.
All the quantities in (5) t re J.imo , n; therefore, the rise in antenna te,,npera-
ture, Ts tar , due to the radio s'var, can be determined. Substituting (5) hito (4)
gives
Us t a r _	 GR X2 F
VD	 87tk (Tsky + Tree
Letting
Tsys _ Tsky 
+ Trec'
GR n.2 F	 VD
Tsys _ 
8 7T	 iaV
star
where
AV:u tar	 0
The 136 MHz receiving system noise temperature, Tsys , can be computedfrom (7) since the quantities on the right-hand side of the equation are known, or
t:	 can be r;ieasured.
(5)
(5a)
(6)
(6a)
(7)
Determination of VD :
Actually, the detector output voltage, VA , is proportional to the ,sum of the
receiver not temperature, T ree , and the temperature of the background slay
about the radio star. The required value of VA assumes the radio star IS NOT
PRESENT in that portion of the sky.
It is not possible to ELIMINATE the radio star, in order to measure VD
however, this effect can be simulated as follows. Since the radio star is a
localized or point source, the antenna main lobe boresight axis can be shifted,
through an angle approximately equal to one-half the main lobe beamwidth between
first nulls, until. the radio star is positioned in a first null or on the lower-skirt
edge of the main lobe (see figure 2).
This angular shift corresponds approximately to the Rayleigh resolutions
beamwidth. The contribution of the radio star to the antenna temperature is thus
made small compared to the background sky. On the other hand, the background
sky temperature, Tsi{y , remains essentially the same; providing the main lobe is
shifted along constant-temperature contour lines. The main lobe should be
shifted 10 0 to 15 0 off the boresight axis to obtain a measurement of V D for a 40'
dish; an 85' dish requiring only 5 0 to 10 0 off boresight. Care should be taken
not to point the antenna main lobe to a celestial sphere "hot spot," otherwise,
VD will deviate more than. 1 dB from the correct value.
Special Instructions:
Move antenna main lobe in following s ecific directions of Declination and
Right Ascension (R.A.) angles to maintain c stant background temperature, Tsky
for a given radio star:
1. Cassiopeia A — move main lobe either sit Ee of Cass. A, in degrees of R.A.
only, with constant declination angle.
2. Cygnus A - move main lobe in direction of decreasing positive declina-
tion angle, and decreasing RSA., bY^ a ratio of 1.7:1 Dec./R.A.
main lobe in diebtion of increasing osi-3. Taurus A, Crab Nebula move r^ n 	 r {	 g p
tive declinatioy. -angle, and decreasing R.A., by
a ratio of 2:1 Dec./R.A.
4. Centaurus A — move main lobe in direction of increasing negative declina-
tion, and decreasing R.A. angle, by the ratio 0.5:1 Dec./
R.A..
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5. Virgo A — Move main lobe in direction of increasing positive declination,
and increasing R.Aa., by an equal (1:1) ratio.
Measurement of VD /C, Vs to r Ratio:
Test Procedure (Ref. Figure 1):
1. Set antenna polarization to linear.
2. Tune receiver to 137.00 MHz, or a frequency setting clear of radio fre-
quency interference (RFI).
3. Set receiver predetection IF bandwidth to 300 KHz or 1 MHz„ When using
Teledyne 105A receiver, put in Correlation (open loop) mode.
A
	
	 4. Adjust receiver manual gain control near maximum unsaturated setting.
Square-law detector input level to be approximately 0.1 v p-p at IF ampli-
fier output.
5. Point antenna boresight axis to suitable radio star (see Table 1 listing).
6. Readjust manual gain control for unsaturated level with boresight axis on
radio star.
7. Shift boresight axis to position radio star near main lobe 1st null.
B. Measure VDc at amplifier output with GDc fixed over the range of +20
dB to +45 dB.
9. Adjust bias battery voltage, VB , to EXACTLY CANCEL the term GDc VD
at bias battery output terminal.
10. Shift boresight axis back on radio star and measure 0 VDc for same
circuit conditions as for VDc •
The RC integrator time constant (Figure 1) is arbitrarily set to RC = 0.33 sec.
This value, used throughout this analysis, is obtained with R = 100 Kohms and
C = 3.3 microfarads (tantalum type capacitor rated at 10 vdc).
Referring to Figure 1, the amplified detector output voltage, VDC , due to the
sum of background sky temperature and receiver temperature, is
VDc = GDC VD for linear d- c amplification
	
(8)
10
11
This steady-state value of VD in (8) is to be measured at the d-c amplifier
output terminal without the radio star. When the radio star is present, the
detected voltage change is
VDC ° GDC (VD + A Vs t a r ) - VB	 (8 a)
Settincr the adjustable bias voltage* to be
V  = GDC VD ,	 (8b)
and substituting (8b) in (8a), the radio star voltage change at the bias battery
(adjustable from 0 to -10 vdc) output terminal is
A VDC " "DC " Vs to r	 (8C)
Taking the ratio,VDc/OVDc, from (8) and (8c),
VD	 VDC	 (9)
AV star r VDC
for fixed VD bias, predetection gain, and bandwidth settings. VDC and A VDC aTe
conveniently measured at separate output points shown in Figure 1.
Determination of 136 MHz System Noise Temperature
Having measured the d-c voltage ratio, V DC /OVDC' the receiving system noise
temperature, Tsys , can be determined after substituting (9) in (7) from
GR X2 F VDC
TS3s	 8,uk	 VDC
where AV DC  > 0.
*Actually, Y B is continuously adjustable, whereas the value of Gp C is preset to a fixed "low" or
"high" setting for strong or weak radio siars.
(10)
Eq. (10) assumes zero dB transmission loss between the antenna terminal
and the preamplifier input. When the attenuation is not negligible (i.e. ? 0.0 dB),
the effective system noise temperature in (Ga) becomes
T'	 `° e (T	 TO)
` To) +To + Trec'	 (10a)
where
( = transmission line power loss, 0 :5 6 < 1
To
 = transmission line ambient temperature, °K
Furthermore, (10) becomes
T'	
G X' F [VDC	 (lOb)Sys 8 7T QVnc
where
G = GR effective antenna gain, above isotropic, referenced to preamplifier
input (i.e. after cable loss).
The primes indicate modified values.
w
Determination of Threshold Sensitivity
i
The receiving system threshold sensitivity is determined by making three
detector d-c output voltage readings. One reading is made with the antenna bore-
sight axis on the radio star. A 2nd reading being made with the main lobe close
to the radio star (figure 2); a 3rd reading being made with the main lobe pointing
to a cold-sky reference. All 3 readings are made with the same receiver settings.
The availablF radio stwrs have already been defined (Table 1). It remains only
to define suitable cold-sky reference positions and noise temperatures. The ref-
erence temperatures can be taken from available literature, as was done in Table
3, or they may be measured with a Dick e. Radiometer.
There are several possible cold-sky reference choices, depending upon sta-
tion location, as giver: below in Table 3. However, there is a time restricted zone,
for the Anticenter Region cold-sky reference position, from about April 30th to
`-	 May 30th, each year, when the solar disk passes through that region of the sky
( see Table 2).
12
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rTable 3
Reference Regions of Sky at 136 Mliz
Northern (N) Position (1950.0) Cold-Sky Reference
R.A. Dec.or Celestial NoiseSouthern (S) Source Temperature,
Latitude T Re f	 (°K)h m Deg, Min.
N North Celestial
Pole (NCP) — — +90 0 — 600°K (Ref. 4, p.39)
S South Celestial
Pole (SCP) — — -90 0 — 390°K (Ref. 7, p. 13)
N Anticenter
Region* 03 00 +25 0 00 460°K (Ref. 8, p. 474)
N North Galactic
Pole (NGP) 12 49 +27 0 24 280°K (Ref. 8, p. 471)
S South Galactic
Pole (SGP) 0 49 -27 0 24 300°K (Ref. 9, p. 27)
*Anticenter at 5h 30m R. A. and +21 ° 00"' Dec.
The North and South Celestial Poles (NCP and SCP) have the advantage of
being visible all the time from a given station; however, the NCP and SCP sky
temperatures are somewhat higher than temperatures at the North and South
Galactic Poles (NGP and SGP). Nevertheless, the NCP and SCP temperatures
are quite constant making them good reference points. It is assumed that the
antenna temperature is the same as the cold-sky reference temperature (e.g.
t
	
cold-sky completely fills the main lobe).
Using similar reasoning as was used for developing (4), it can be shown
that
Vref 
_	
Tref Trec	 (11)
VA + AVstar _ Tsky + Trec + Tstar
Also,
Vref	 _ Vref DC	
(12)
VD + "star VDC + AVDC
A VDc = voltage change at d-c amplifier output terminal, due to radio star,
above background voltage VDc .
Vre f DC = post-detection amplifier output terminal d-c voltage, for reference
sky, at the same point VDc is measured (Figure 1) for the same
receiver settings. From (5), (6a), (10), (11) and (12),
Ts e n
GR 2 F	 V
ref DC	 (13)8 7T	 L1 VDc
where A VDc > 0.
Tsen = Tre f + Tree = system reference noise temperature for main lobe
pointing to a cold-sky reference.
when e / 1, the effective system reference noise temperature becomes
Tsen = e(Tref — TO) + TO + Trec	 (13a)
Eq. (13) then becomes
GX'F
	 rVef DC ,
T	 .^	 (13b)
sen .. 8 7T	 VD
where
G = effective antenna power gain, above isotropic, referenced to preamplifier
input.
The primes indicate modified values.
14
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The receiving system absolute threshold sensitivity, for an equivalent pre-
detection SNR 1, can be computed from
	
PSen It T5en © f watt	 (14)
Substituting (13) in (14) gives
P	 - 
G	 F 4 f V re f DC	 (14a)
sen — 
n ^2
87T	 AVDc
when e
	 1,
r
P r	 G X2 FAf Vref DG	 (14b)Seri—	 87T	 QVDC
The threshold sensitivity can be determined for various receiver bandwidths
including Q f = 1 MHz, 300 kHz and 100 kHz. The 136 MHz receiving system front-
end noise temperature can be determined from
Gn X 2 F V
ref DG _
	
Tree ' Tsen — Tref
	 8 7Tk	 /SV	 Tref	 14C)
.	 DlC	
(
If E	 1,
G X F	 re f DG
Trec ° T'	 _ Tref	 — e(Tref — To ) — To .	 (14d)p	 $Irk	 C'VDc
The primes again :indicating modified values. Also, if Tref = To , (14d)
further reduces to
T - G X2 F Vr o f DC - T
r e c	 $ 7rk
	 ^VDG
(14e)
An alternate approach uses the galactic center, and a cold-sky reference
source, to determine the receiving system noise temperatures 
Tree . It can be
shown that
VTA 	 V A	 Tref
Tree 
ti	
V 
ref 
	
degrees Kelvin	 (15)
g 
I - 1
1Tref J
where Vg/VCe f > 1 for (. = 1 (no loss)
TA
 antenna temperature with boresight axis on galactic center as de-
termined in Appendix B, °K
V9
 = Square-law detector output for antenna boresight axis on galactic.
center, vdc
Vre f =-. Square-law detector output for antenna boresight axis on cold-sky
reference source (Table 3 listing), vdc.
V9 and Vre f are measured for the same receiver conditions; furthermore,
at the d-c amplifier output terminal (Figure 1):
VgDC	 GDC Vg	 Vg
VrefDC 
r. 
GDC Vref lire 
(15a)
However, it is ascertained that the accuracy of (15) will not be as good as
(14c), (14d) or (14e) since the galactic center is an extended celestial source.
Antenna Radio Star Resolution:
The minimum resolvable radio star temperature rise s Ts tar s is assumed
to be 75°K for the Figure 1 136 MHz receiver-detector configuration. This cor-
responds approximately to a 5% change in the square-law detector output d -c
voltage (e.g. - 0.05 vdc change out of -1.0 vdc). The minimum detectable d-c
signal is on the order of 1% change assuming no external radio frequency inter-
ference (RFI). Using the 5% criterion, all 5 radio stars in Table 1 can be re-
solved with an 85' dish. Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A can be resolved with the
16
SATAN and 40' dish antennas; however, these antennas will not resolve the weaker
radio stars. Table 4 lists the effective radio star antenna temperatures with the
equivalent pre- and post-detection signal Ic.vel increases for 3 STAAAN antenna
types.
,Alternate Approach for Determining System Noise Temperature
It can be shown that the receiving system noise temperature, for the antenna
boresight axis pointing directly on a given radio star, can be obtained from
T	 Gn %2 F	
'C'rM 	 (.LL  1 2 OK.
$	 35' 5k5k	 ESig	 BRr,
GR = receiving antenna power gain, above isotropic
X = wavelength, m
e - 1 (no loss)
F radio star flux density, w m `2 Hz
k = Boltzmann's constant = - ' ^' 1,0' 23 uule/4TH
d f = predetection bandwidth, 'El3
Sec = post detection, RC finer, 3dB cutoff bandwidth, IIz
Es i g = maximum steady-state d-c signal output, from a square-law detector,for a radio star
e„ m, = background fluctuation noise voltage output from post detection BC
filter, vrms.
The receiving system noise temperature, T. Y . , can be obtained from (16) by
measuring the BC filter output voltage ratio, E. i /e rms ; the constants in (16)
being known for a given receiving system and radio star. Koh has demonstrated
(Figure 3) that it is possible to obtain a high output SNIP, on the order of +50 dB,
taking the ratio of the Es ig level to the background noise fluctuation level, for the
Cygnus A radio star at 242 MHz.
(16)
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Figure 3-KO Observation of Cygnus A Radio
Star at 242 MHz.
However, equipment low frequency gain variations, manifested as a residual
fluctuation level at the radio receiver square-law detector output, must not mask
e rms in order to observe an output SNR ; + 50 dB. External RFI signals can
also mask e rns • The potential operational applications of such a system include:
1. Antenna radiation pattern measurements, both main lobe and side lobes,
with about 50 dB of dynamic range.
2. Accurate antenna RF boresight axis vs. optical axis alignment calibration
using radio stars.
PCM SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Two celestial noise sources, such ae the galactic center and a cold-sky
reference point, can be used by mid and Southern-latitude stations to determine
the bit error probability of a pulse code modulation (PC4 telemetry link at 136
MHz.
19
rt
for e = 1 (no doss).
20
A clean PCM-modulated test signal should be injected into the antenna output
transmission lane, whereas the noise, to establish a given SNR, would come from
a celestial source. About a 7 dB change in noise power level exists between the
galactic center, used as t^ hot source, and a cold-sky reference point for an 85'
or 40 1
 dish at 136 MHz. This noise level change is sufficient to establish two
data evaluation points on the bit error probability vs. SNR characteristic curve.
The Northern latitude stations, unable to view the galactic center, could use
the radio star, Cassiopeia A, as a hot noise source for the same function. The
following analysis defines the antenna noise temperature, and corresponding
noise power, for the available celestial, sources. The radio brightness of the
galactic center is relatively constant at 136 MHz; making it a desirable noise
source for this type measurement.
The equatorial coordinate position of the galactic center is at R.A. = 17 h
 40m
and Dec. = -29 0 6'n
 expressed in 1950.0 coordinates. However, there is a time
restriction zone from about December 1st to January 10th, each year, when the
solar disk goes into conjunction with the galactic center.
The galactic center is not a point source, as for the radio stars, since its
angular width is not small compared to the antenna half-power beamwidth. There-
fore, it becomes necessary to compute the antenna noise temperature, for variable
brightness temperatures over the beamwidth, for the various S'TADAN antennas
that may view the galactic center. The noise temperature of the galactic center
is assumed to be TgC = 3,300°K at 136 •
 MHz (Reference 7).
Nedecting antenna sidelobes, Blake's 10 simplified approximation gives
antenna noise temperature, TA , for an antenna main beam as
TA -	 ai Ti
where
n
a i	 1 .i
also
TA 
ti 
a  T  + age Tgc
(17)
(1S)
I ST
NULL
rx i is the ratio of the ith noise source cross-sectional. area, A, , to the
main beam cross-sectional. area, A t, .
T9
 = adjoining galactic ridge temperature = 2,0000K.
Tgc = galactic center noise temperature = 3,300°K.
85' Dish Viewing Galactic Center:
From (18), for an 85' dish main lobe pointing to the galactic center (see
Figure 4)
TA 0.27 (2000°) + 0.73 (3,300°)
TA 2,9500K
TG = 270000
TGC = 313000K
GALACTIC	 GALACTIC CENTER
EQUATOR
I
I
f
I
\ 132 POWER BEAMWIDTH = 6,51
AT 136 MHz
I
MAIN LOBE
SIDE LOBE
-00
	
1	 y	 r	 1 - r	 v	 `	 1_ eo00	 T
lJ 
I - DIMENSIONAL PATTERN ANGLE
Figure 4-85 Ft. Dish Antenna Beam Pointed to Galactic Center.
Ngc TRS_
N ^Tsen sen
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The total receiving system noise temperature,
TRS = TA + Trec	 (1$a)
Tree = 136 MHz receiver front-end noise temperature = 290°K (3 dB noise
figure).
TRS = TA + Trec " 2,950 0 + 290°K.
TRS = 3,240°K for 85' dish.
The radio receiver predetection noise power, Ngc , for the 85' dish boresight
axis on the galactic center, is
Ngc kTRS Af .	 (19)
k = Boltzmann's constant - 1.38 x 10-23 joules/°K.
Af receiver predetection bandwidth, Hz.
When the main lobe is directed towards a cold-sky reference temperature,
Trcf 1 the noise power is
Nser: = k Tsen Of
	 (19a)
where
Tsen = Tref + Trec
	 (19b)
Tsen = system noise temperature, °K
Tref temperature of reference (SCP) cold-sky = 390°K.
T	 receiver fr(,nt-end noise temperature = 290°K.
rec
The galactic center-to-cold sky reference noise power ratio is obtained
from (19) and (19a) as
s
TA = a"gc Tgc + a l T1 
+ a'2 T2
where, agc + a 1 + a2 = 1 from Fig. 5.
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From (18a), (19b) and (19c)
NgG	 TA + Trec	 (19d)
Nsen Tref + Trec
Expressing (19d) in dB for an 85' dish
Ngc	 10 toiq 	 TA + Trec	 (19e)
Nsen 85,	 Tref + TrecJ
[
Ns 0	
= 10 loglq	 3,240°
en] 85'o
	
85 ,	 390
	
290
FN -1= +
6.8 dB = 7 dB.	 (19f)LN
	 85,
Equation (19f) states that for an 85' dish, at 136 MHz, the receiver IF noise
power will increase about 7 dB when centering the main lobe on the galactic center;
compared to a, cold-sky reference point where the sky temperature is 390°K.
The IF noise spectral density is also increased by 7 dB which is sufficient to
establish two operational evaluation checkpoints on the bit error rate vs. SN'R
curve for a PCM telemetry system. It is assumed that an injected-type PCM test
signal, will be used with appropriate post detection signal conditioning equipment.
40' Dish Viewing Galactic Center:
From (17), and a noise temperature model of the galactic center at 136 MHz,
A
GALACTIC	 T2 = 1000°K
CENTER
T, = 20000K
TA G = 33000K
_GA L ACTIC
EQUATOR
	
(.IGC = 0,41
—a^ -0,37
a 2 - 0,22
% I	 1/2 POWER BEAMWIDTH =120
AT 136 MHz
MAIN LOBE
SIDE LOBE
p	 Oo	 +p0
i
{ I — DIMENSIONAL PATTERN ANGLE
Figure 5-40 Ft, Dish Antenna Beam Pointed to Galactic Center.
From (19d),
Ng ^	
10 l o g o	
TA + Tr e c	 (21)1
^sen W	 Tref + Trey
TA = 40' dish effective noise temperature, °K
TA 0.41 (3300 0) + 0.37 (2000 0) + 0.22 (10000).
TA = 2,312°K for 401dish.
Tref = 290 0 K, 136 MHz receiver front-end noise temperature.
r
Tref 390°K, cold ,sky reference temperature.
{	 24
n:
Substituting the above values in (21),
	
Nc	 10 log	 23124 + 290
	
4Q	
4
	
N ^scr1
	
'	
10	 3904 + 2904
hN
	
L
s^	 x.5.8 dB.
N5ctt 44'
Radio Star Noise Source:
The northern latitude stations seldom view the galactic center; therefore,
the Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A radio stars can serve as hot-spot noise sources
for 136 MHz PCM equipment using an 85' dish antenna. The radio star noise
temperatures correspond to Tstar = 1,050°K and 770°K, respectively (see Table 4
listing). The sky background temperature, around the radio star, increases the
effective antenna noise temperature as follows:
Cassiopeia A:
Tsky + Tstar + Tree. 900 0K + 1,0504K + 290GK = 2, 240°K.
For cold-sky reference (NGP, Table 3),
Tref + Trec T 280° + 290
0
 5704K
	
Nstax	 A 10 109 1 0 	 = +5.9 dB.
	
N refs,	 i 0	 57Oo
Cygnus A:
Tsky + Tstar + Trec 1,000° + 770° + 290° 2,060°K.
For cold-sky reference (NGP, Table 3),
Tref + Trec " 2804 + 290°K = 570°K.
25
Nstor	 10 logio 2 '
060° 
^ x.5,6 dB,
Nref BS S 	 L 5700 _J
Effective Noise Temperatures of Celestial Sources:
Table 5 compares the effective noise temperatures, both antenna and system
temperatures, for various celestial sources and STADAN-type antennas.
There can be as much Ps a 15 dB variation, between antenna noise tempera-
ture extremes, as an 80' dish main lobe sweeps over the celestial. sphere.
[!N1
!0rst10 to	 ' 	 "-' 15 dB
est 85,
	
^lo
	
2$ 0°
However, these temperature extremes represent a 12 dB variation, in terms of
total 136 MHz receiver output noise power, for a receiver front-end noise tem-
perature, Tree 290°K. Correspondingly, there is an approximate 10 dB varia-
tion for the 40' dish and SATAN antennas,
DETERMINATION Or ANTENNA GAIN USING RADIO STABS
Equation (10) can be rearranged to express receiving antenna gain, GR , as
= 
8rrk AVMGR 
^.2F ' v^ 
(T	 Tsky 	red
where Tsys - Tsky + Trec
If s / 1, the effective system noise temperature from (10a) is
Tsys " e (Tsky — TO ) + To + Trec '
(22)
7_ , _	 r,
. rive	
^	 : ^ ^	 r `"
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Table 5
Effective Noise Temperature of Various Celestial Sources at 136 M z
Celestial
Noise
Source
85' Dish
(0t = 6.5 0 beam)
40' Dish
(fi t 
	
12 0 beam)
SATAN ARRAY
(fit = 10 0 beam)
tTA T y
't TA **TSyR "TA
**T ys
1. Quiet Sun in Con- 8,680 0 $ 0 970 0 4 1 700 0 4,990 0 5 9 500 0 517900
junction with Ga-
lactic Center*
2. Galactic Center 2,9500 3 1 240 0 2 9 310 0 2 1 600 0 2,500 0 2,790
3, Quiet Sun*** 5,7300 6 0 020 0 2,390 0 2,680 0 3 0 000 0 3,2900
4. Cassiopeia A, 2,050° 2 0 340 0 1.,130 0 1 9 420 0 1 0 330 0 106200
strongest radio
star, and back-
ground sky.
5. Cygnus A radio 197700 2 9 060 0 1 0 100 0 1 0 390 0 1,240 0 105300
star and back-
ground sky
6. North Galactic 2800 5700 2800 5700 2800 5700
Pole (NGP) cold-
sky reference
(Table 3)
*Occurs once each year, around Christmas time, from December 15th to December 25th.
**Ts ys 'L' TA + Tr.. ti TA + 290'K = receiving system noise temperature, degrees Kelvin.
***Assumes T s ky	 1,000'K background sky temperature.
2
I. TA = T
i 
Tsun + sky't
of > > '
^s
es ' 0.5°, Tsun = 8 x 105 Begs, Kelvin for quiet sun ideal model.
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Eq. (22) then becomes
8 r^l{ ^V	 ,G	 r^ ^.V UC, [ ( (To.ky - TO) + To +Trec j ,	 (22ft)
AC
where
G = c GR 4 effective antenna power gain, above isotropic, referenced to
preamplifier input.
The primes indicate modified values.
An independent measurement of T. Y. will give GR , from (22), as a function
of physical, constants and the amplified detector output voltage ratio. T.Y. canbe determined by injecting, through a directional coupler, a calibrated signal
generator input just ahead of the front-end preamplifier (see Figure 6). The
sigr1 -1 generator input power level, S, is adjusted to equal the system noise power,
N, with the radio star positioned in the antenna's 1st sidelobe null. Setting S =
N is equivalent to increasing the receiver predetection noise power level by 3 dB.
For these conditions,
f
S t N - k TSY . p f watt	 (23)
rearranging
TSYS = kAf
	
(23a)
Substituting (23a) in (22) gives
GR ,. 8 7T "Vvc S
X2 F . VDC d f	 (24)
If E ^ 1, the effective antenna ,bower gain becomes
r
G 87T GVDC	 s'	 (24a)
.t2
 F VDC	 T —f
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where
S'	 N' - k T' e J watt.
The primes indicate modified values.
The variables determining antenna gain includes the radio star flux density,
F , the amplified detector output voltage ratio, and the signal generator input
power level, S. The most significant uncertainty comes fro y ik measuring the
detector output voltage ratio. The preliminary results of measurements taken
at several. South American STADAN stations indicate thatVnc /VpC^' can be
measured with a ,precision on the order of 1 dB for Cassiopeia. A and Cygnus A
using a 12 0 antenna beamwidth.
An alternate approach uses a Dicke Radiometer to measure the sky tempera-
ture, T sky , at the antenna output terminals, and a noise figure meter to measure
the receiver front-end noise temperature, Tree These temperature values wouldbe substituted in (22) for determining antenna gain,
Equation (24) tapes into account the overall effects of the various antenna
design parameters including aperl pare efficiency, beam efficiency, transmission
line cable losses, etc. It should be possible to determine actual antenna gain,
with an accuracy on thr order of 1 dB, assuming no uncertainities in F or S
PRLV L- IM11-NARX R.A.DIO STAR TEST DATA
The Operations Evaluation Branch's Code 514) aircraft dalibration team
began evaluating, in February, 1969, at several South American stations, the
radio star calibration technique descriLed in this report. A typical test result,
for the Santiago, Chile 40 ft. dish antenna, is shown in Table 6. These test
results are encouraging; showing that the voltage ratio, [VI)c /6VDC 1 r , is repeat-
able within x decibel, at 1:36 ;MHz, for the Cygnus A radio star observed from
Santiago. Similar results were obtained with the Quito 40 ft, dish, using
Cassiopeia A, and with the Satellite Automatic Tracking Antenna (SATAN), located
at Greenbelt, Maryland, using Cassiopeia A.
The Santiago station 's 136 MHz system noise temperature can be determined
from (10b), Table 1, and the Table 6 average result, as
a
Ts s ` G X2 F Vnc	 (25)y	 87rk Aye
30
i
Background 
'T Radio VoltageCelestial
kyS	 Voltage,
Star
Ratio,Source
VDC
Voltage,
IVDC /Avm I,
6VDC
Cygnus A -2.40 vdc -0.18 vdc 13.3
11
-2.55 vdc -0.20 vdc 12.8
-2.70 -,rdc -0.20 vdc 13.5
-2.40 vdc -0.20 vdc 12.0
-2.35 vdc -0.20 vdc 11.7
-2.30 vdc -.0.22 vdc 10.5
-2.32 vdc -0.18 vdc 12,9
Cygnus A
Averages:	 -2.43 + 0.133 -0.197 :E 0.013 vdc 12.4 :k 1.1
vdc
Cold-Sky
Voltage,
Vr e f D',
SGP	 -1.85 vdc
SGP	 -1.80 vdc
Average V 
r e f DC 	 -
1.83 vdc
Test Date: March 12, 1969
STADAN Station: Santiago, Chile.
Antenna: 40 ft. parabolic dish, 1/2 power beamwidth 	 12'.
Linear polarization — Mode A
Bandwidth, U = 300 kHz
L
Wavelength, k = 2.2 meters (m)
I Rill - am
77-^ 7- 7 7- -j i-;
Table 6
Santiago Celestial Source 136 MHz Test Data
I ,
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The effective antenna gain, G , is an extremely important parameter in (25)
since the system noise temperature is directly proportional to antenna gain. It
is difficult to obtain a precise value of G, using conventional methods; Eq. (22a)
being used as follows to obtain an implied value from the Santiago celestial
source data in Table 6. Restating (22a) as
Y^^ 
I
	
G= $2 k	 )C [e(Tsky - To) + To + Tree s 	 (25a)
	
^. F	 ne 
where
e = 0.63 (2.0 dB total measured loss to preamplifier input).
sky
900 0 :L- 100°K Cygnus A background sky temperature for 12° beam,-
width (Ref. 8) .
T = 4­1ZO Q K (4.0 dB measured front-end noise figurel.
rec
To = 290 °K ambient temperature of elements causing E.
F= 11.0 t 1.0 x 10-23 w m-2 Hz 1 (Cygnus A flux density).
Computing the standard deviation (10- value) from the propagation of precision
indexes (Reference 21),
G=	 8 x 3.14 x 1.38 x 10-23 J'°K	 1	 [0,63 (9000 ± 1000 - 2900 ) a, 290 + 44001
(2.2m) 2 x 11.0t1.Ox 10- 23wm-2Hz -112.4 ± 1. l
G = 58.5 t 8 . 1 power ratio, e: pressed in terms of the 10- value = 17.7 } 0.6
dB linear gain, above isotropic.
Substituting the value G = 58.5 + 8 . 1 in (25) gives
T' (58.5 ± 8.1) (2.2m) 2 x 11.0t1.Ox 10- 23 w m 2 Hz-1^.	 [1.2.4
	
1.11
ays	 8 x 3.14 x 1.38 x 1 0-23 J/°K
Tsys = 11,20 0 + 2100K, as the overall effective 136 MHz system noise tem-
perature, for the Santiago 40 ft. dish pointing about 10 0
 away from
Cygnus A.
Ar .
i
i
t
a
a
The receiving system front-end noise temperature, referenced at the pre-
amplifier input, can be determined directly from (14e). For the Santiago station
data where Tre f = 300°K (SGP),
G VF 
VZVD
'f c
Tcec	 8^7k 	 - To
From Table 6,
^IXD'C]
1.83 vdc
 -0.197 ± 0.013 vdc
T	 - (58.5±8.1) (2.2m) 2 x 11.0±l.Ox 10- 23 wm- 2 Hz -1	-1.83 vdc
rec  
	 -0.197±0.013 vdc8x 3.14x 1.38x 10- 23 J/ O K
Tr ,
 
d 545° t 150°K expressed in terms of the 10- value.
The above value of 545 0 f 150°K agrees extremely well with the 440°K value
(equivalent to 4.0 dB front-end noise figure) measured at Santiago using a con-
ventional technique. The receiver noise temperature, Trec = 545 0 ± 150°K, is
equivalent to a front-end noise figure,
(26)
T
(N. F. )dB = 10 loglo	 r e o + 1[_209
(26a)
For Santiago, the front-end noise figure, measured using the radio star
method, is (N.F ') dB = 4.6 f 0.8 dB; a value in close agreement with the 4.0 dB
value measured by station personnel using a noise figure meter. This significant
result also implies that the above calculated value of effective antenna gain,
G = 17.7 ± 0.6 dB, for the Santiago 40 ft. dish, at 136 MHz, is also correct.
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From (14b), the Santiago absolute threshold sensitivity is
P,	 = G ,l2 F A £ Vr e f DC1 1 (27)
sell	 877 7 `
= (58,5±8.1) (2.10 2 ^jI.011,0)x 10 -23 WM -2 Hz- 1 ) (3x 105 Hz)	 -1.83 vdc
Psell	 8 x 3.14	 1 -0.197±0.013 v d c
P1= (3.46 f 0.62) x 10 " 15 watt, expressed as a lo- value, that is equivalent tosen
P 	 114.6 dBm ± 0.8 dB, for A f = 300 kHz bandwidth, as the system threshold
sensitivity with the Santiago 40 ft. dish pointing at the SGP.
The above result indicates a precision of -1 0.8 dB, in terms of the absolute
system threshold sensitivity, that can be obtained from (27) for a given, constant,
receiver bandwidth, A f . The day-to-day repeatability of the threshold sensitivity
determination, made by a given station, should be excellent; a sensitivity degrada-
tion of several decibels being easily ascertained.
r.,	 CONCLUSIONS
tea ^
C;
A calibration technique is described, using various radio stars including
Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A, that provides an absolute threshold sensitivity
calibration of 136 MHz ground station receivers. Operationally, recei—Var cali-
bration with a radio star is simple to implement, requiring only several minutes
to obtain threshold sensitivity. A station's day-to-day sensitivity can thus be
monitored with high accuracy, preliminary field test results indicating i dB can
be achieved. Additional. field evaluatic.a °. is are planned.
Care must be exercised to ensure that the celestial source being observed
is far enough above the horizon to prevent multi,path-type signal fluctuations.
Allen and Gum 12 have suggested an elevation angle of 30°, minimum, for viewing
celestial sources, although sources can be viewed down to 20° with somewhat
greater signal fluctuation.
The directive gain of a parabolic dish antenna can be deterr-).ined using radio
stars, requiring only a calibrated 136 MHz, iignal source injected at the front-
end preamplifier input terminal. Antenna gain can be thus determined within
1 dB; assuming the radio star's flux density is known precisely. It is believed
that the method of computina effective antenna gain, using the; system and celestial
parameters in Eq. (25a), is a valid approach that results y, a good determination.
of antenna gain also accurate within 1 dB.
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Ir
	 The galactic center, and the strongest radio stars, Cassiopeia A and Cygnus
A, can be used as standard noise sources to evaluate bit error probability (BE P)
performance in a pulse code modulation (PCM) telemetry system. Relationships
were developed for determining the approximate antenna temperatures for "hot-
spot" celestial noise sources such as the galactic center. The input noise power,
at 136 MHz, varys approximately 7 dB by shifting an 85-ft. dish mainlobe from
the galactic center to cold sky, this change being sufficient to evaluate BEP per-
formance in a PCM system.
An IBM 360/91 computer program is being written to determine received
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), at 136 MHz, for any type STADAN-station antenna.
The computer radio map includes the galactic center, the Sun, and the significant
radio stars; emissions from earth-orbiting satellites being also considered.
Celestial noise, entering the main lobe, causes an 85 ft. dish antenna output SNR
to vary as much as 12 dB, between extremes, over the celestial sphere. Such a
large SNR variation should be taken into account both during the data acquisition
and data processing phases.
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